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new normal brings
new opportunity

In the spring of 2020, offices and schools

The future became very uncertain and

closed

mandatory

hundreds of thousands of jobs and

stay-at-home orders were issued, marking

occupations were affected. At the same

the beginning of a new normal.

time, a focus on health and safety

Overnight, we all made huge adjustments

launched life sciences to a new level of

in response to the biggest world crisis of

importance as the race toward a vaccine

our lifetime.

and navigating how to manage a true

Covid-19 demanded an immediate shift in

health crisis began.

their

doors,

and

how we live and work.
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life sciences

Metrohm - Riverview, FL
Furnished by Formaspace

Biohub - San Francisco CA
Furnished by Formaspace

The industry average for drug development

8.2

and review prior to Covid-19.

years

Helping lab technicians be more productive by making labs more efficient requires a
greater understanding of their daily tasks, the risks involved, and the challenges they
face. A good lab furniture manufacturer in coordination with a lab planner can address
these in product and layout recommendations, material considerations, ergonomic
suggestions and even custom recommendations that help technicians perform their
jobs more efficiently and effectively.

The

future

hundreds

became
of

very

thousands

uncertain

and

of

and

jobs

occupations were affected. At the same time, a
focus on health and safety launched life
sciences to a new level of importance as the
race toward a vaccine and navigating how to
manage a true health crisis began.
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change is the
only constant
One could equate the exponential growth in the life sciences sector to
the dot com boom. A new industry arrived bringing the dawn of a
completely new way of seeing the world… through the internet.
Companies sprung up overnight and a multi-million / billion-dollar
industry was born. Nothing would ever quite be the same, similar to
the world shift after the industrial revolution. There have been few
events in history that created a tangible shift in how we see the world
and interact in it. While life science has been around for decades, the
shift in focus and importance is life-altering.
Yet again, everyone wants to capitalize on this new opportunity. The
game has changed and the “players” who can properly and
adequately address the needs of the life sciences sector are few. Those
of us already experienced in lab are in a unique position to directly
participate in a boom unlike any other and become a part of the
history being made.
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staying apart working together
Vaccines

forced

a

global

population

health

perspective, and the approach has been very
collaborative between regulatory agencies and
industry. Cross-agency scientific resources enabled
shorter review timelines for COVID-19 drugs and
treatments.
Contract manufacturing agreements are growing for
next-generation

therapies.

A

lot

of

pharma

companies will need to leverage their partners
instead of manufacturing the products themselves.

Total commercial laboratory space has

95

grown 12% this year to 95 million square

Changes in manufacturing and supply

COVID-19 shined a light on cross-border

chains are driving the need for new

reliance - in trade, manufacturing, and

partnerships.

distribution.

million

Increased

collaboration

feet.

between competitors is expected to

To decrease foreign dependencies,

ensure consistent and expedited delivery

there is a growing trend for bringing

of drugs and vaccines to the public.

production back onshore, or reshoring.
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BIO - BOOM leading life science clusters
Figure 1: U.S. Top Life Science Clusters

Figure 2: U.S. Top 10 Emerging Clusters

1. Boston - Cambridge

1. Pittsburgh

2. San Francisco Bay Area

2. Houston

3. San Diego

3. Austin

4. Washington, D.C. - Baltimore

4. Detroit

5. Raleigh - Durham

5. Phoenix

6. New Jersey

6. Dallas/Ft. Worth

7. Philadelphia

7. St. Louis

8. New York City

8. Atlanta

9. Seattle

9. Portland

10. Los Angeles

10. Minneapolis

11. Chicago
12. Orange County, CA
13. Denver-Boulder

Source: CBRE Research, Q3 2020
Note: Ranked by size and growth of life sciences employment,
concentration of R&D life sciences employment, amount and
growth of life sciences venture capital funding and NIH funding.

Source: CBRE Research, Q3 2020
Note: Ranked by size, growth and concentration of life sciences employment,
concentration of R&D life sciences employment, size of laboratory inventory,
and amount of NIH and life sciences venture capital funding.

The domino effect of the Covid-19 health crisis could

The forecasted funding

not be predicted. Every day of 2020 presented a new

to major universities for

set of challenges and new information. With the

healthcare research in

mass closing of class-A office space, and companies

2021

embracing a completely new attitude toward

Institute of Health.

working from home, commercial real estate took a
hard hit. The spotlight on the life sciences sector was
the silver lining as the demand for lab-worthy space

42

billion

rose exponentially supported by onshoring trends
and the rapid expansion of biomanufacturing.
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by

the

Nat’l

Public

and

private

collaborating
response

like

to

sectors

never

Covid-19.

are

before
They

in
are

combining forces to attack vaccine and
therapeutic developments.
Consumers

have

also

taken

an

unprecedented role in the driver's seat.

the
hybrid
solutions

The rapid adoption of virtual healthcare
and other digital innovations have put
more focus on the consumer and their
preferences. Their needs and goals are
driving innovation. This hybrid approach
is leading to new opportunities in the
life

sciences

business

sector

and

including

funding

new

models.

The

possibilities are endless, and the ripples
of

opportunity

reach

far

and

wide

including the facilities & equipment
these

companies

will

successful.
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life science is the future
There

are

a

variety

of

emergent

technologies that are affecting the path
of discovery and how scientists interact,
including

robotics

&

automation,

advances in instrumentation, computer
analysis, and advanced communication
systems.
Laboratory design has often failed to
evolve in line with these advances and
changing needs.

$21.6

Corporate funding for digital health globally in
2020. An increase of over 103% from 2019.

billion

The ultimate goal of lab design is to
foster innovation, support science and
keep scientists safe while delivering the
greatest value for research investments.
The type of lab required depends on the
work

being

conducted.

Rapidly

changing technology in combination
with a variety of tasks being performed
means lab space might frequently need
to be redesigned & reconceptualized.
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LAB

the future proof LAB

The chart below shows that the need for open and flex labs will increase over time and
the need for traditional labs will decrease.
70%

Traditional Lab

60%

Open Lab

50%

Flex Lab

40%
30%

2014

2019

2024

2029

Source: CBRE Life Sciences Practice

Modular systems and benching solutions allow for rapid configuration changes. There is
an increasing need for flexible lab space. A current life sciences lab devotes 49% of its
square footage to wet lab space, 19% to technology, and 7% to collaboration. Future labs
will be more specialized with flex lab arrangements. The following project spotlights will
further illustrate the trends we are seeing around a more flexible approach to lab space.
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METROHM

METROHM project spotlight
Metrohm’s

headquarters

in

Riverview,

Florida is home to a titration lab and
training facility. Formaspace outfitted every
lab space in this facility using a mixture of
mostly modular and some fixed solutions.
Castor-mounted

modular

workbenches

provide maximum flexibility.
These

Formaspace

feature

gray

epoxy

Basix

workbenches

resin

worksurfaces

equipped with steel storage cabinets and
drawers.
Convenient accessories built into the Formaspace lab furniture include flex monitor
mounts, manual crank hydraulics (to raise and lower the height of the worksurfaces),
integrated power strips, CPU supports, wire basket cable management systems, and
custom cut outs (for cables, etc.) fitted with black HDPE inserts.
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ABIOMED

ABIOMED project spotlight

Abiomed’s headquarters in Danvers, Massachusetts is home to a blood lab where they
are responsible for making the worlds smallest FDA approved heart valve. Formaspace
outfitted five laboratories in this facility using a mixture of mostly modular and some
fixed solutions. They were also able to match finishes with existing workstations in the
office space to achieve a consistent look throughout.
This project is a great example of the specialized requirements that need to be
addressed in a laboratory setting. Abiomed required one seamless stainlesssteel
counter spanning 24’ (see bottom left picture). Formaspace was able to work closely
with the GC and lab planner to provide this highly custom solution.
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